AC Officer Career Timeline

Promotion/Selection
Board Info

Rank

Years in Service

Professional
Military Education
(PME)

BOLC
CCC
ACCESSION
ILE/IQC
LTC PCC
SSC

Key Milestones

First Assignment

Follow on Broadening Assignments (Allows officer to receive broadening experience in multiple Acquisition Career fields)

Assignments

Positions listed are not all inclusive

Self Development

CONTINUOUS LEARNING POINTS

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS (DAWIA)

Acquisition Workforce Qualification Initiative (AWQI) Homepage
AWQI eWorkbook Download and User Guide

Legend

* Key Developmental Assignment
** Centralized Selection List

- Functional Broadening Assignment
- Institutional Broadening Assignment

Academia & Civilian Enterprise
Interagency/Intergovernmental

Reference DA PAM 600-3; Chapter 41